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Wasn’t August nice?
During the first two weeks
we got a great break
with some of the coolest
weather in recent history.
Mother Nature sending
some cold fronts our way
was a welcome relief.
Talking
with
fishermen last month
revealed some interesting
but not surprising facts.
First, cold fronts that
brought
heavy
rains
messed up some of the
waters with mud and debris. Fishing went to zero
for a while but fish have to eat so they adjusted to
conditions and the bite gradually improved. Two, the
fronts themselves slowed fishing a little but so many
fish were deep it was nothing like spring cold front
lock-jaw. Three, maybe the most important fact was
that in many places the cooling water temperatures
moved fish that were being caught in 12 to 15 feet up
to 4 to 8 feet, sometimes shallower, but they were
still biting. On some waters the fish scattered.
Experience makes us better fishermen.
Remembering what crappie do during these periods
allow us to better solve the puzzle the next time
summer fishing includes barometric pressure
changes, temperature drops, bad lake and river
conditions or all of the above. Keeping an open mind
mixed with knowledge increases fishing success. Any
time of the year, take note of your home water during
changing conditions so it will be easier to solve when
similar situations occur again.
Thank you for joining us. We appreciate our
readers and sponsors who allow us to continue
bringing CrappieNow each month.
Fishing is fun…catching is icing on the cake,
Good fishin’ & God Bless,
Tim Huffman, Editor
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by Tim Huffman

Power-Pole Charge Station
The Charge Marine Power Station is
the world’s first AC/DC and bi-directional,
all-in-one marine battery manager and
charter. It’s designed for boats with up
to three trolling motor batteries and one

peace of mind so you can worry about
fishing, not whether you are running out of
power or will have enough to start your big
motor.
Price is $1295. Power-pole.com

12V cranking battery. The 500 watts
delivers up to 40 amps of charging power
to the cranking battery and 25 amps to
the auxiliary batteries. It works with most
types of batteries, is water resistant and
has built-in safety and emergency start
features.
It gives you real time battery status
and power movement on your smart phone
or tablet. Charge power comes from 120V
outlet or the boat’s alternator. It gives

Shimano Spinning Rod
Shimano’s Compre Spinning rod is
a combination of quality with affordable
pricing. The 6’6” one-piece or 7’ two-piece
medium-light, fast action, are good picks
and rated for 4- to 10-pound test line.
“The new Compre is made for the
serious weekend angler,” says John
Mazurkiewicz, Catalyst Marketing. “We see
it being the affordable high-quality choice
for fishermen who need a good all-around
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spinning rod for crappie or any species
where light presentations are needed.”
Shimano finishes the rod with Fuji
stainless/alconite guides. Priced at $99.
fish.shimano.com
Lew’s Spinning Rod
The Wally Marshall Speed Shooter is
designed with dock shooting in mind. They
have EVA grips, IM8 graphite and Air Wave
guides.
“We’ve came out with four lengths
of the Speed Shooter,” says Mr. Crappie,
Wally Marshall. “The four lengths are

for different situations. The tighter the
clearance or gap in a dock the better
the shorter, more accurate rod. The long
7-footer lets a fisherman get further
away from the dock. It’s easy to get good
distance and shoot all the way to the back
of a dock.”
The Shooter has a good look, style
and will be a great addition to fit your
style of shooting or precision casting. The
Lew’s/Wally Marshall combination creates
a complete outfit. Suggested retail for rods
is $46-$50. lews.com
St. Croix Spinning Rod
St. Croix has always been known
for high quality. One of their best choices
that can applied to crappie fishing is the
LegendX series, 6’10” medium light. It

feels, looks and performs great.
“What we are showcasing is the
LegendX rod,” says Tradition’s Jay Anglin.
“It feels deceptively fast and stiff but the
tip has an incredible amount of action. It
detects light bites. This can be a great
light-weight jigging rod, drop-shot or
rod for casting light baits, or any similar
presentation. It’s as sensitive as it gets.”
This one is for the very serious
crappie fisherman who want’s to pay the
extra for sensitivity. Suggested retail $390.
stcroixrods.com

Fish Monkey Gloves
They claim to be the first and only
brand to offer a complete line of fishing,
boating and watersports gloves specifically
designed for the marine industry. The
Stubby Guide Glove has UPR 50+ sun
protection, short cut for comfort, quick
breathable fabric and second skin fit.
Noah Lynj says, “The company makes
all types of gloves for fishing, cleaning,
gripping, and wintertime use. They work
to make the best gloves possible for the
fisherman no matter what type fishing.
For crappie I would recommend the Guide
Gloves or Stubby Guide Gloves. For cold
weather use the Natural Glove first with
the Stubby over the top.”
The Stubby Guide Glove is $27.
fishmonkeygloves.com
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ICAST…ROUND 2…PRODUCTS
Aqua-Vu
The HD7i Pro provides a daylight
viewable (4-times brighter), anti-glare LCD
and real-time displays of digital depth,
water temperature and camera direction.
The modular housing and attachment
system add to its versatility. Seeing what’s
under the water is a huge advantage for
catching fish and learning what they do
and why they bite.
“Our newest models can be portable
and run off battery or they can be
connected to the boat,” says Cory Schmidt.
“The new camera is high definition and
allows connection of a bunch of different
accessories including a light and an
adaptor to attach to an extending pole.
Suggested retail for the HD7i Pro
is $800. The bigger screen, big brother
HD10i is $1000.

points on both sides for easy mounting.
“We are make in the USA,” says
company rep Spook Moncla. “The next time
you buy a cooler check to see where it is
made. One of the things we do is measure
on the inside where others measure the
outside. If we say 20 quarts that what it
will hold. We have ten models, two have
wheels for ease of moving around when
full.”
Moncla says for any cooler precooling with a jug of ice, keeping it out
of the sun and opening as few times as
possible will help a cooler stay cool longer.
The K2 Summit 50 in white is $309.
K2-coolers.com

K2 Cooler
Majesty Outdoors Edition Summit
50. It’s one-piece molded, maximum ice
retention, keeps hot or cold, positive lid
seal, Easy haul handles and anchoring
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- Tim Huffman
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Story & photos by John Neporadny Jr.

T he bane of bass anglers in the
fall can also lead to cases of anxiety for

crappie anglers when cooler weather
arrives.
Bass anglers frequently use the fall
turnover (see sidebar) as an excuse for
their tough day on the water and crappie
anglers can do the same because the
turnover has the same numbing effect
on crappie as it does on bass. However
savvy crappie anglers know fish will still
bite when a lake is turning over. “The
turnover is just a hurdle but every hurdle
can be overcome,” Truman Lake guide
Jeff Faulkenberry says.
The key to catching crappie during
the turnover is finding the most active
fish. Faulkenberry heads for the backs of
creeks to find crappie then on a lowland
reservoir with off-color water such as
Truman. “When the lake is turning over
in the fall generally the fish back in those
creeks are going to start biting,” he says.
“I feel like the water with the highest
dissolved oxygen content will hold the
most active fish. So I am going to stay
away from anywhere I see a good algae
bloom and stuff like that and I am going to
get back in those creeks and try to catch
those fish shallow.”
Faulkenberry targets large hardwood
stumps at depths of 2 to 7 feet where
crappie hold tight to the cover. He believes
the dark stumps absorb lots of sunlight
which raises the dissolved oxygen content
near the stump and draws the fish closer
to the cover. He also looks for crappie
along the tops of stump-laden ledges

where the bottoms drop from 7 feet to 12
feet.
The Missouri guide also recommends
searching for active crappie suspended
higher in the water column near standing
timber during the turnover. He suggests
the most active fish will probably be
suspended 3 to 6 feet deep in the trees
15 to 20 feet deep.
“Swinging big jigs” in the shallows is
Faulkenberry’s favorite tactic for turnover
crappie. He opts for a 2 1/2- or 3-inch
tube bait with a 1/8-ounce jighead or a
1/8-ounce Mr. Crappie Krappie Kicker
Jig in white or chartreuse to pitch to the
stumps.
After pitching his jig to the target,
Faulkenberry gently jigs the lure as it
swings back towards him. “A lot of times
they are going to hit it on the swing,”
Faulkenberry says. “I am barely twitching
that thing sometimes but I am always
twitching it. My jig is moving all the time
because I am looking for that reaction bite.
If the fish is there it is going to hit that jig.”
He believes this tactic allows him to cover
water quickly and put his jig in front of
more active fish than deadsticking a lure
in the cover.
Lake of the Ozarks guide Terry
Blankenship also heads for the shallows
when the fall turnover occurs on his home
lake. “You can catch some big fish during
Former Crappie Masters National
Champion Kyle Schoenherr goes deep to
find crappie on the clear waters of Lake
Kincaid during the fall turnover.
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TACKLING TURNOVER TO CATCH FALL CRAPPIE
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TACKLING TURNOVER TO CATCH FALL CRAPPIE

that turnover too,” he says. “The bigger
fish seem to be more adapted to that
water change and adjust better.”
When his lake turns over, Blankenship
also heads to the backs of coves and
creeks where shad have migrated to the
cooler water.
“As the baitfish go the
game fish go after them,” he says.
Blankenship looks for any laydowns
or submerged logs near the bank where
crappie hold close to the cover. He also
targets shallow docks. “A lot of times you
can find those fish tight to the docks right
up underneath them,” he says.
When keying on the shallow wood,
Blankenship prefers casting to the cover
with a jig-and-bobber rig. He favors an
egg-shaped float with about a 3/4-inch
diameter. “I try not to get one too big
because I don’t want the fish to have to
fight that bobber,” he said. The guide also
likes that size bobber because it is easier

Dock shooting is an effective way to catch
crappie in the shallows during the fall
turnover.
to cast than smaller floats.
Blankenship’s favorite lures for
bobber fishing are Bobby Garland Baby
Shads, Baby Shad Swim’Rs and 3-inch
Slab Slay’Rs in blue ice or bright colors
(white/chartreuse, pink/chartreuse, red/
chartreuse or yellow). He attaches his
soft plastics to a 1/16-ounce jighead
most of the time but will downscale to a
1/32-oucne jighead for fishing in ultrashallow water.
The Missouri guide suggests using
little or no movement for the jig-andbobber presentation. “It is typical to move
it a bit if you have a feeling fish are in that
cover sometimes it doesn’t hurt to let it
sit for a little bit because that fish has the
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TACKLING TURNOVER TO CATCH FALL CRAPPIE
bait in its strike zone but it is just not that
active. So the lure is just sitting there and
a lot of times the fish just can’t stand it so
it will go ahead and hit the jig.”
When targeting shallow docks
Blankenship prefers shooting his lures to
catch crappie hanging under the dock’s
floatation. His standard dock shooting
setup for turnover crappie is a 3-inch
Slab Slay’R on a 1/16-ounce jighead. He
favors the Slab Slay’R because it skips
well under the dock and is a larger bait
that draws strikes from bigger fish.
While shooting a dock Blankenship
immediately starts retrieving his lure
after it stops skipping because he knows
crappie will be closer to the floatation than
the bottom. He usually retrieves his jig
anywhere from near the surface to about
6 feet deep.
Former Crappie Masters National
Champion Kyle Schoenherr heads in the
opposite direction of Faulkenberry and
Blankenship when the fall turnover occurs
on the clear waters of Kincaid Lake in
Illinois.
Schoenherr can watch his electronics
and see the turnover occurring on his
home lake. “The water temperature on
top will start cooling and you will see the
thermocline change from a defined line
to more of a hazy, wavy kind of a deal,”
he says. Once he sees the thermocline
dissipating, Schoenherr knows the
turnover has begun and crappie will move
from the mid-depth levels to their winter
spots 25 to 30 feet deep.
The Illinois guide concentrates on
main lake structure and looks for any cover
he can find along the bottom. A favorite
hangout for turnover crappie at Kincaid
is an isolated stump about 1 1/2 foot in
diameter and about 2 feet tall sitting in
about 30 feet of water.
“Sometimes it
may hold a dozen fish on it,” Schoenherr
says.
Vertical jigging a drop shot rig with
a minnow or slow trolling minnow rigs
produces best for Schoenherr when
turnover crappie move to the deep stumps.

Pitching a big jig to hardwood trees in the
backs of creeks is Truman Lake guide Jeff
Faulkenberry’s favorite tactic for catching fall
turnover crappie.
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TACKLING TURNOVER TO CATCH FALL CRAPPIE
He relies on a 3/8-ounce weight for both
his drop shot and slow trolling rigs.
The fall turnover can be a frustrating
time to fish for crappie, but it usually only
lasts for a week or two and then the fishing
improves dramatically because the water
temperature and dissolved oxygen levels
are consistent at a wide range of depths.

- John Neporadny Jr.

How a Lake Turns Over
One of the best explanations of the fall turnover that I have found
was in the Missouri Department of Conservation (MDC) Aquaguide,
which has a chapter on Pond Turnover. The same description of
turnover that the MDC uses in this chapter can also be applied to
larger lakes and reservoirs.
According to the MDC, lakes stratify during the summer into three
layers of water with different temperatures, densities and dissolved
oxygen levels. The layers do not mix because of these differing
properties. Composed of warm, lighter water, the upper level is known
as the epilimnion. The middle layer of water known as the thermocline
is a transitional level where water temperature drops at least 0.5
degrees for each foot of increasing depth. It is also a transitional layer
of dissolved oxygen levels. The lowest layer known as the hypolimnion
has the coolest and densest water of the three zones.
The MDC notes as the air temperatures drop toward 50 degrees
in the fall, the epilimnion cools and becomes more dense and heavier,
which triggers the turnover process. The cooler, dense water sinks and
autumn winds stir the epilimnion and causes the thermocline to erode.
Eventually the waters become uniform in density and temperature
leading to the complete mixing of the water column known as fall
turnover. The mixing can occur overnight and leads to changes in the
color and smell of the water. The changes are caused by the circulation
of decaying particles of organic matter and gasses that accumulated in
the hypolimnion throughout the summer.
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Crappie Basics

Crappie Basics #145

The Lake Turnover

The fall turnover is when the cool air temps start cooling the upper
level of water. When the upper level gets cooler and heavier it will go
down. This mixes the water at all levels and reduces the amount of
oxygen.
Fishing will be very difficult in most of the water because there is a
low oxygen layer everywhere. You have to search for the fish but when
you find them they’ll be bunched up together. Fishing is great but only
when you find the right spots that has more oxygen. The fish may be
very shallow, very deep or anywhere in between. The crappie may be
difficult to find but when you do you can load the boat.
Within two weeks after the turnover, fish will be aggressively feeding
and eager to bite your live or artificial offering.
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Story & Photos by Greg McCain

A

s president and owner of
Crappie Masters, Mike Vallentine enjoys
a job with benefits. He travels to the best
fishing venues in the country for Crappie
Masters tournaments and for other
events and always tries to incorporate a
little fishing time in his travels. One-pole
fishing is Vallentine’s “drug of choice”
just about everywhere that he travels.
While Vallentine doesn’t exclusively
one-pole fish, he generally shuns the
myriad of presentations that fool crappie
and simplifies his approach. Avoiding
the clutter and time-consuming nature of
various trolling methods, Vallentine likes
nothing better than one rod on the deck.
“I love it because you are 100
percent in control of the bait, and the
thump you feel from a crappie is almost
like an addiction,” said Vallentine, who
is based near Truman Lake in Clinton,
Missouri. “When you go out one-pole
fishing, you’re just waiting to feel that
thump. It triggers something inside of
you. There’s a passion to feel it and to
never miss a fish.
“There is actually so much to onepole fishing, so many different things to
do and different ways to present your
bait. It’s almost a personal challenge to
Mike Vallentine, president and owner of
catch fish.”
Crappie Masters, displays a crappie caught
While one-poling seems the simplest of
one-pole fishing on the Alabama River after
crappie-catching techniques, a few hours
a tournament there.
on the water with Vallentine challenges
that misinformed idea. He can literally
talk for hours about the technique, mainly The basic approach is a vertical or nearabout the variety of presentations that vertical placement of a jig around wood,
but Vallentine offers at least 4 variations to
fool crappie with a jig pole in hand.
what seems a straightforward approach.
“Start off with a vertical drop from
Presentations
the
top
of the water column and drop it a
For the most part, he follows the
principle that “their eyeballs are looking foot at a time,” he said. “In the summer
up” in presenting his bait, usually doing time, we’re talking up high down to about
so around some type of wood structure. 12 to 14 foot. If I haven’t gotten a bite, I
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ONE-POLE TECHNIQUES

will pull it up. If that doesn’t work, I might
pull it sideways at 2 or 3 different depths.
“At that point, if I am consistently
seeing fish on my electronics, I will focus
in on those depths where the fish are
holding. If I have gone through those
motions, then it’s time to hold it still for a
while.”
On
many
days,
a
vertical
presentation is all that is needed.
“It’s real simple,” Vallentine said.
“Pitch a jig in to a piece of visible timber.
Pitch the jig past the tree and let it
drop down to them. You are looking for
consistency of bite in terms of just how

“You can one-pole fish
anywhere and catch fish.”

Standing timber is a favorite target for Mike
Vallentine when he is one-pole fishing. He
suggests targeting groupings of standing
timber rather than a single tree.
deep the fish are holding.
“Sometimes they want it coming
down and at an angle; sometimes they
want it straight down on top of them;
sometimes they want to see it drop and
then see it sit dead still. Then they will
come and hammer it.”
For his “slow raise” technique,
Vallentine feathers the line and slowly
brings the jig back through the water
column, often catching fish at or near the
surface even if they are holding much
deeper. He emphasizes the need to raise
the jig very slowly and also the need to
be patient with fish biting in this manner.
“Sometimes the sky’s the limit,” he
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ONE-POLE TECHNIQUES
Finally,
the
dead-sticking
presentation demands the ultimate
patience and discipline from a fisherman.
On a particularly tough bite, Vallentine
said he has held the jig motionless up to
2 minutes before a fish hits.
“Most of the time, crappie are going
to hit a bait that’s falling,” he said. “But
you have to work your way through all
the different possibilities to get them
to bite at times. At times, they want to
absolutely still.”

Standing timber provides an obvious target
for one-pole fishing but still holds plenty of
crappie on most fisheries.
said. “The bites may have been coming
at 8 foot and then pull that jig to the top
of the water and still trigger some bites.
They will still see the bait, sit there for a
moment, and contemplate, ‘Am I going to
eat that or not?’ At other times, they may
hit just when you start to raise it.”
In contrast to the “slow raise,”
Vallentine’s horizontal presentations
often feature quick jerks of the rod tip.
The jig “hops” on the jerk and then
settles into a slow horizontal movement
as it settles under the rod tip. He jerks
the rod tip to the left or right as much as
6 feet when space allows.
“It’s important to jerk firmly to get
the jig up,” he said. “That slow horizontal
drop creates a swimming action. It’s also
important to recognize if the fish want
the jig pulled away from the structure or
pulled to it.”

The Right Gear
In
addition
to
the
different
presentations, Vallentine experiments
with jig size to get the best rate of fall
on a particular day. A 1/16th-oz. jig head
is fairly standard for one-poling, but he
frequently drops to a lighter head if the
bite is slow or a bigger one (up to 3/16th)
if the fish are aggressive.
“Most recently, I have fallen in love
with a 3/32nd-oz. jig head,” he said.
“It’s still heavy enough to work well and
allows me to cover water quickly.”
Vallentine pairs his jigs with plastics
from a variety of companies, but he
specifically mentioned lures made by
Spike-It (june bug/chartreuse) Bobby
Garland (Lights Out, Cajun Cricket, and
Monkey Milk), Midsouth Tackle (white/
chartreuse, straight chartreuse/package
#811), and Charlie Brewer’s Slider
Company (crappie sliders in a variety of
colors).
He fishes the jigs on a rod in the
10-foot range. Jig poles from 7 up to
11 feet are readily available. Vallentine
suggests sampling different models
to find the most comfortable one for a
specific angler.
He frequently fishes with Ozark Pro
Series poles, but he also mentions other
jigging rods by B’n’M Poles, including
the Sam Heaton Super Sensitive model,
and a new series by Jenko Fishing.
Jenko’s Kevin Rogers Signature Series
rod should be available in tackle outlets
this month.
“Today, there are so many great
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ONE-POLE TECHNIQUES
fishing poles out there that it just
comes down to everyone’s personal
preference,” Vallentine said. “If you are
going to be out there for 8 hours fishing,
it’s important to use equipment that you
can use comfortably. If you want to focus
on catching bigger fish, use equipment
that will handle those fish.”
One often overlooked element in the
equipment equation is line. While many
anglers still opt for mono or fluorocarbon,
Vallentine much prefers braid because
of its sensitivity and no-stretch qualities.
He typically spools a line-holder reel with
Suffix hi-vis orange 6- or 8-lb. test. The
result, he said, is more efficient fishing.
While mono or fluorocarbon works
well for hard-biting, aggressive fish, he
said the subtle bites of finicky crappie
demand braid.
“I always use it – period – when I
one-pole fish with jigs,” Vallentine said.
“If fishing is so tough that I am forced to
break out live bait, I might go to mono.
But I try my best not to use live bait, and
I always use braid when fishing jigs.”
Vallentine suggested that the lighter
braid is hard to find in his travels, and he
occasionally bumps up to 10-lb. test.
“I would go with the lightest you can
find,” he said.

trees or thick brushpiles.”
A key to finding concentrations of
crappie is focusing on timber standing
close together, two trees side-by-side or
three arranged in a triangle. Vallentine
meticulously works his way through such
a setting, spending extra time on the
best-looking areas.
The one-pole technique can be used
just about any time of the year. It fools
cold-weather crappie but really shines
in warmer months, making the singlerod approach one of the best to target
hot-water crappie in the summer and the
early fall.
“You can one-pole fish anywhere
and catch fish,” Vallentine said. “The
body of water will usually dictate how
you have to fish, but usually any lake
that has visible timber is ideal for one
pole.”
Vallentine added a final caveat that
he said most anglers tend to ignore. He
said he catches a lot of shallow crappie
in the warm-weather months.
“On my home waters, Truman Lake
in Missouri, even in the heat of summer
with 85 or 90 degree water temperatures,
we look for shallow stumps in 1 to 4 feet
of water,” he said. “Those crappie will
be there. That’s very common and it’s
very common all over the country. Most
Favorite Structure
people just don’t know it. It’s one of the
Vallentine often uses his electronics great things about one-pole fishing.”
to locate structure but added that standing
timber and visible stumps are some of
- Greg McCain
the best places to start one-poling. While
open-water presentations will work on
occasion, this style of crappie fishing
is simply better suited for use around
some type of structure, ranging from the
loneliest stick-up to the gnarliest brush
top.
His favorite wood structure is
standing timber although not all of it
should be treated equally.
“If I have a choice, I try to catch
fish on slick-timber stumps and not get in
thick cover,” he said. “On the day when
the bite’s tough, you might be forced to
go out and fish thicker stuff like laydown
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by Jonny Hawkins
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Fall Drop-Offs

I
t’s no secret that September and
October are months when crappie transition

from summer homes to fall spots. Cooling water
triggers the movement with most waters also
experiencing water turnover.
Fish locations vary widely since the
crappie move often in search of food and
confortable water, although the food is more
important than comfort when the fall movement
begins.
Many locations will hold crappie but a
constant for much of the year is the reliable
drop-off. In September and October the drops
may range from deeper summer drops to very
shallow secondary drops. Your job is to find the
right depth and movement of the crappie. The
next step is to learn if fish are associating with
wood cover then find it along the drop.
Drop-Offs…Great Seasonal Structures
Garrett Steele says, “Fall is all about
water temperature. Right now most fish will
be in summer hangouts but as the water cools
things quickly change. So every day it’s good
to check water temperatures and determine
where fish will likely be located. A difference of
a couple degrees is very important.”
Steele says fishing strategies can vary
from jigging, slow trolling and trolling jigs and/or
crankbaits with planer boards. There are many
good strategies dependent upon whether fish
are in the brush or out chasing shad.
“Another factor in fall fishing is the depth
of the fish. At Lake Washington in the fall the
fish were suspended a foot to two feet deep.
You need to be quiet, use long poles or longline
to avoid spooking them.”
In some waters it’s not uncommon for
fish to suspend up over a drop or cover. Steele
says, “The depth of the fish will determine both
technique and presentation. It’s good when fish
are down at about ten feet because external

factors like boat pressure, waves slapping the
boat and other things doesn’t make the fish as
spooky so they can be easier to catch.”
The size of a drop doesn’t always
determine the quality of the fish. For example,
a one foot drop is plenty to hide a crappie and
create a comfort zone. A ten foot drop gives
more depth range for a crappie to stay in one
location but move up or down with changes or
light penetration. Either drop can be good and
should not be overlooked.
Wood Cover & Tactics
“The most important thing we do is paint
an area with the electronics. Taking time to look
just watch electronics will help find better places
to fish than if you just starting off fishing.
Steele says once they get on a spot they use
Garmin Panoptics because it allows a live view
of the fish movement. Combined with sonar it
unlocks what’s under the water and what the
fish are doing.
Mixing both cover and a drop makes a
spot much better. Again, electronics is a key to
finding the burshpile and then figuring the best
strategy and depths. “One of the frustrating
parts is seeing fish, knowing they are there and
not being able to get them to hit.
“Spider rigging is usually what we will
be doing this time of year. We can push into a
brushpile and it’s slow enough that it’s similar to
jigging but we are using multiple poles. There
are times a jigging pole is needed to probe
around and into some places but the spider
rigging poles can be left in the holders. Fishing
laydowns and brushpiles on a ledge can keep
you busy when using multiple poles.”
Steele says places like the Alabama River
gives a variety of options for fishing ledges with
cover. He will spider rig paying attention to the
drops, wood cover, current and depths. Once
a pattern is found it makes finding other spots
much easier.
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FALL DROP-OFFS
Slow trolling is good for deep
or shallow water drops, but is
especially good in cooler water
when crappie are chasing shad.
Fish may be hugging a shallow or
mid-depth drop; or, they may be
suspended up over a deep drop.
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FALL DROP-OFFS

Depending upon weather and your location
north or south, crappie will likely start the
month in summer hangouts like deep dropoffs. These crappie were hanging out near
the bottom of the drop. As water cools,
these fish will follow shad out to shallower,
spring-like locations.
Equipment
His setup includes Driftmaster Rod
Holders, 16-foot BnM BGJP poles because
they detect lighter bites, 10-pound test
Gamma line with 8-lb leaders, TTI-Blakemore
Tru-Turn #1 or #2 hook on the top and a
Road Runner on bottom with a 1/2-ounce egg
sinker in between. Plastics are always Bobby
Garland with a Minnow Mind’R being good
with minnows. Stubby Steves scent works
great with a minnow because it helps keeps
the minnow on the hook, last a long time and
holds it scent. For a scent blast he says he is
religious about using Slab Jam on the plastics.

Factors
Water temperature: A critical factor in
the fall. Several cool nights can pull fish from
deep or mid-depth water into more shallow
water.
Sun/Rain: Light penetration may change
both the mood and depth of crappie but it’s
sometimes difficult to predict how much or
whether it will be good or bad.
Rise/Fall: Any rapid change is not good.
Many flood control lakes start draw-down
sometime from September to December
depending upon the levels and drawdown
schedule.
Wind: Wind can make you change
fishing locations but it’s usually not critical to
the fish. Waves can oxygenate the top layer of
water making fish more active.
Current: Light current can be good
especially in rivers. In general, the more
current the less likely it is that fish will be
present. They will avoid the current.
- Tim Huffman
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FALL DROP-OFFS

Garrett Steel displays the results of finding the right structure based upon current
conditions. Fall crappie like to roam to seek-and-find strategies are important.
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Fish Black Nights in Hot Weather for Crappie
by John Phillips

T
he night was muggy. The big, thick,
mushroom-shaped clouds allowed the moon

only an occasional glimpse of our boat out in
the middle of Lake Martin near my home.
Large swarms of gnats, mosquitoes
and sometimes a mayfly circled the white
beam from the Coleman lantern being cast
into the dark water below. Often the heat
from the lantern toasted the wings of the
bugs, which were inhaled by swarms of shad
as soon as they hit the surface of the water.
We’d been fishing for three hours and only
caught two or three small crappie.
“Sometimes the papermouths don’t
turn on until 1:00 or 2:00 a.m. in the morning,”
Randy Sharman, a fishing buddy of mine,
explained. “But if and when the crappie
start biting, we’ll take plenty of good-sized
crappie. The fishing will be so fast and
furious you can catch two crappie at a time.”
At 2:30 a.m., large numbers of slabsized crappie began to school up under the
light. We caught the fish from two feet off the
bottom to two inches from the surface in the

15-foot deep water. Until the sun came up,
the fishing was non-stop. I held the record
for the most crappie caught on one minnow
when I put my fifth fish in the boat and finally
retired the bait. Four of us kept our limit
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TIP OF THE
MONTH
WHAT’S
UP DOCK?
of crappie that weighed between 1/2- and
2-1/2-pounds each. On most good crappie
lakes, trips like this will occur frequently
throughout the summer months.
To learn more about how to catch
crappie during the hot summer months check
out “Crappie: How to Catch Them Spring
and Summer”, available in both eBook, print
and audible formats
http://amzn.to/WGaJLT.
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HOW TO?

BnM How To September

BnM_HPageCNOW2015_Layout 1 11/10/14 2:39 PM Page 1

Go Fishing With The B’n’M Pros.

Sam Heaton’s 7-Foot Super-Sensitive

The SHSS72n is a spinning rod with the same sensitivity and feel of the
jig pole series. Improvements include Dyna-Flo guides for smooth line
retrieval,and a cork knob handle for outstanding balance and feel.
Historically one of the most popular rods on the water, the SHSS72n is
still supple, strong and sensitive.

FISHING

Whitey Outlaw DOUBLE DUTY

Get back to “Fishing The Basics” with Whitey Outlaw. This MediumAction rod is for big heavy hybrid bream, monster shellcrackers & any
size crappie. It’s perfectly balanced with a comfortable foam handle
for all-day fishing - no reel needed! It features a tough & lightweight
Graphite Blank, and one tip eyelet, with one reinforced Tie Down Guide.

BNM POLE COMPANY • P.O. BOX 231, WEST POINT, MS 39773
WWW.BNMPOLES.COM • 800-647-6363 • WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/BNMPOLES
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Crappie Basics

Crappie Basics #146

Late Summer Cranks

“Areas of concentration for cranks can be on main lake points.
Old river beds, creek channels and large flats are slow good choices.
As flood control lakes start pulling water in late summer or fall it can
push the crappie out onto the flats. The fish will be concentrated
there.
“Vary depths along with use different colors. Go after the
suspended fish that should be in good schools. Use electronics to
find them and then dial in the depth and colors.
“The speed formula for Bandit 200 and 300 series is: Nu mber of
feet of line out divided by 10 and add one.” Russ Bailey
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Fish Tacos

I

just added a gem to my cookbook
library by Stacy Lyn Harris, Harvest. Chef
Stacy Lyn is a fellow Alabamian and a
bestselling author of three books, founder of
the popular Game and Garden blog, and cohost of The Sporting Chef on The Sportsman’s
Channel. Her simple approach to sourcing
and preparing tasty meals makes life easier
for those who prefer fresh food every day.
As her family grew, she said she
left her career as a lawyer to raise seven
children, a garden full of vegetables and a
few happy chickens and bees. Throughout
her homesteading journey she has shared
her knowledge on wild game, sustainability,
cooking and gardening in three cookbooks:
Tracking the Outdoors In (2011), Wild Game:
Food for Your Family (2012), Recipes & Tips
for Sustainable Living (2013), and her DVD
Gourmet Venison: Tasty Field to Table Recipes
(2013). Her recipes have been featured in
Southern Living, Glamour and Healthy Living.
And here is one for fish. Stacy Lyn calls
for scamp, a member of the grouper family,
however, since we’re all about crappie,
substitute slabs as I have done here.
6-8 slab crappie fillets
2 cups Vidalia onions, chopped
1/2 cup fresh cilantro
2 cloves garlic, minced
2 teaspoons oregano
1/2 teaspoon salt
1/3 cup olive oil
1/4 cup lime juice, plus wedges of lime for garnish
12 small flour tortillas
Lime mayonnaise*
3 avocados, sliced
Pica de Gallo (page 220 in Harvest)
In a medium bowl, mix onions, cilantro, garlic, oregano, salt, oil and lime juice.
Pour half the mixture into a 9x11 casserole. Place fish fillets on top of mixture. Pour
the remaining marinade over fish. Cover and chill for 1 hour. Heat griddle on grill to
almost smoking. Place fillets on hot grill for 2-3 minutes. Turn and cook for another
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COOKING & TIDBITS
2-3 minutes or until fish is opaque. Remove from heat and set aside. Grill tortillas
for about 10 seconds per side. Coarsely chop fish and place on tortilla. Drizzle lime
mayonnaise* on top of fish and place avocado and Pica de Gallo on top. Serve with
lime wedges.
*Lime Mayonnaise shortcut for this column: Mix mayonnaise with lime juice. For the
full zesty recipe see page 278 in Harvest.
Pica de Gallo
2 tablespoons chopped cilantro
4 plum tomatoes, cored and chopped
1/2 red onion, minced
1 jalapeno, seeded and minced
1 tablespoon lime juice
Mix ingredients in medium bowl with salt and pepper to taste and set aside
Tip: You’ve seen the TV ad for copper mats to put on your grill. I bought a couple as
an experiment. I was very pleased report performed as advertized on my gas grill and
it can be used over charcoal. Nothings fell through the cranks and it cleaned easily.
Two mats for $10 at a box store will make grilling fish trouble-free.
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Tournament Results

JULY 16th

CRAPPIE ANGLERS OF TEXAS
LAKE FORK

DIVISION 1
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Paul Obier/George Nelon
Jerry Hancock/James Pegram
Jay Reve/Rhonda Reve
Fred Dooley/Bruce Biddy
Todd Frobe/Clay Gann

11.76
11.16
11.12
10.88
10.07

BIG FISH
1. Fred Dooley/Bruce Biddy

2.35

DIVISION 2
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Max Dukes/Stuart Angella
Kevin Tidwell/Casey Jeffrey
Kevin Kirby/Roderick Silman
Eric Walker/Kelly/Satterwhite
John Stephans/Beth Stephans

9.87
9.65
8.31
8.3
8.19

BIG FISH
1. Joby Bradshaw/Scott Bradshaw

JULY 22nd

2.25

MIDDLE TENNESSE CRAPPIE CLUB
WOODS RESERVOIR

1. Ray Vanderweilen/Audrey
Vanderweilen
2. Robert Baker/Larry Britton
3. Steve Trost/Terri Trost
4. Joey Davis
5. Toby Ivey/Matthew Nash

8.48
6.36
6.32
5.57
5.16

BIG FISH
1. Ray Vanderweilen/Audrey
Vanderweilen

1.57
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Tournament Results

JULY 29th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

CENTRAL ARKANSAS CRAPPIE ASSOC.
LAKE NIMROD

Chris Chandler/Kyle Dines
Karl Stephens/John Walker
Scott Black/John Williams
Michael Kimble/Jeremy Davis
Jeff Handly/Chris Williams

10.94
9.65
8.87
8.79
8.49

BIG FISH
1.Eric Havens/Monty Havens

AUGUST 5th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1.8

CRAPPIE MASTERS
MARK TWAIN LAKE

Brad Ruyle/Reggie Riedinger
Tony Edgar/Travis Lepley
Shane Cappel/Jesse Shoemake
Jim Dant/Donny Zufall
Kevin Reller/Brian Creech

9.21
7.31
7.16
7.02
6.86

BIG FISH
1. Glen Carrol/Mike Carrol

1.61

MALE/FEMALE
1. James Conklin/Cheryl Stoner

6.35

ADULT/YOUTH
1. Darrin Tucker/Wyatt Tucker

AUGUST 11th - 12th

3.57

AMERICAN CRAPPIE TRAIL
TRUMAN LAKE

1. Jeff Lewis/Matt Beckman
2. Charles Bunting/Travis Bunting
3. Jim Dant/Don Zufall

20.45
20.15
19.96
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4. Ronnie Capps/Steve Coleman
5. Mark Englehart/Aaron Englehart

19.74
19.56

BIG FISH
1. Paul Alpers/Clint Hibdon

AUGUST 12th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

2.18

WAPPAPELLO LAKE
WAPPAPELLO LAKE

Brandon Miller/Megan Miller
David Maddon/Lynae Maddon
Chuck/Opal
David Channell/Renee Channell
Joe Guiling/Kara Guiling

6.29
6.21
5.73
5.12
4.91

BIG FISH
1.Joe Guiling/Kara Guiling

AUGUST 19th

1.42

CRAPPIE ANGLERS OF TEXAS
LAKE O THE PINES

DIVISION 1
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Paul Obier/George Nelon
Clay Gann/Todd Froebe
Kirk Grounds/Kyron Washington
Les Milligan/Cameron Gose
Larry Junell/Dustin Junell

12.53
11.46
10.43
10.22
10.2

BIG FISH
1. Larry Junell/Dustin Junell

2.13

DIVISION 2
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Truston Hibdon/Ricky Griffin
Kevin Tidwell/CaseyJeffrey
Jeff Rogers/Terry Pitman
Charles House/Donny Holder
Eric Walker/Kelly Satterwhite

11.74
11.52
10.44
9.85
8.74

BIG FISH
1. Kevin Tidwell/Casey Jeffrey

AUGUST 19th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

2.09

CRAPPIE MASTERS
TRUMAN LAKE

Charles Bunting/Travis Bunting
Tamie McGrann/Bruce Sprague
Matt Beckman/Jeff Lewis
Chad Nugent/John Wood
Rick Fajen/Earnie Cox

10.4
9.67
9.39
9.18
9.13
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Tournament Results
BIG FISH
1. Vic Finkley/Kim Gray

AUGUST 19th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

2.03

MIDDLE TENNESSEE
TIMS FORD

Joey Davis
Larry Britton/Robert
Kevin Crittenden/Kyle
Rodney Edwards/Cory Edwards
Matthew Nash

7.46
6.84
6.78
6.09
5.58

BIG FISH
1. Joey Davis
2. Larry Britton/Robert

AUGUST 19th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1.55
1.55

NORTHEAST OHIO CRAPPIE CLUB
PYMATUNING LAKE

Andy/John
Dan/Bob
Chad/Bill
Robert
Tony/Jim

8.56
7.62
7.54
6.1
6.98

BIG FISH
1. Andy/John

AUGUST 19th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1.46

INDIANA SLAB MASTERS
MISSISSINEWA/SALAMONIE

David Bowser/Mike Bowser
Doug Allen/Larry Yates
Charlie Hildreth/Lora Hildreth
Luther McDonald/Joe Rosinski
Randy Hooser/Shari Hooser

7.8
7.05
6.6
5.97
5.35

BIG FISH
1. David Bowser/Mike Bowser

1.55
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CRAPPIE CALENDAR
Sept
Sept
Sept
Sept
Sept
Sept
Sept
Sept
Sept
Sept
Sept
Sept
Sept
Sept
Sept
Sept
Sept
Sept
Sept
Sept
Sept
Sept
Sept
Sept
Sept
Sept

2nd
9th
9th
9th
9th
9th
9th
10th
10th
16th
16th
16th
16th
20th - 23rd
23rd
23rd
23rd
23rd - 24th
24th
30th
30th
30th
30th
30th
30th
30th

KANSAS CRAPPIE CLUB
FLORIDA CRAPPIE CLUB
HOI CRAPPIE CLUB
INDIANA SLAB MASTERS
MIDDLE TENNESSEE
OKLAHOMA CRAPPIE TRAIL
WAPPAPELLO
CHATTANOOGA
EAST TEXAS CRAPPIE SERIES
CAT TEXAS
CENTRAL ARKANSAS
EAST TN CRAPPIE CLUB
MAGNOLIA
CRAPPIE MASTERS
HOI CRAPPIE CLUB
MIDDLE TENNESSEE
SHOALS CRAPPIE
INDIANA SLAB MASTERS
GRAND LAKES CRAPPIE SERIES
CENTRAL ILLINOIS
COOSA RIVER
FLORIDA CRAPPIE CLUB
NORTEAEST OHIO CRAPPIE
OKLAHOMA CRAPPIE TRAIL
PEACH STATE
SPRINGFIELD

HILLSDALE
LAKE MONROE
EVERGREEN
BROOKVILLE LAKE
WOODS RESERVOIR
OOLOGAH
WAPPAPELLO LAKE
CHESTER FROST PARK
LAKE PALESTINE
LAKE PALESTINE
TBD
TELLICO LAKE
SARDIS LAKE
WASH.LEE,PARADISE,FERGUSON,CHICOT
ILLINOIS RIVER
NORMANDY
PICKWICK
MISSISSINEWA/SALAMONIE
GRAND LAKES
CLINTON LAKE
NEELY-HENRY
WEST LAKE TAHO
LAKE MILTON
OOLOGAH LAKE
SINCLAIR
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CLUB
CLUB
POINTS/CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
CLASSIC
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
ON THE WATER SEMINAR
CHAMPOINSHIP
CLUB
CLUB
CHAMPOINSHIP
POINTS/CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
OPEN
CLUB
CLUB
OPEN 3 MAN
CLASSIC
CLUB

CRAPPIE CLUBS
Club

Contact

FACEBOOK

AMERICAN CRAPPIE TRAIL

Matt Morgan

Facebook

BAYOU STATE CRAPPIE ASSOCIATION

Brandon Jennings

Facebook

CAPITOL CRAPPIE CLUB

Austin Kneeskern

Facebook

CAROLINA CRAPPIE ASSOCIATION

RICK Eudy

Facebook

CENTRAL ALABAMA CRAPPIE CLUB

Dan Dannanmueller/Jonathan Phillips

Facebook

CENTRAL ARKANSAS CRAPPIE CLUB

Jason Westerberg

Facebook

CENTRAL ILLINOIS CRAPPIE CLUB

Joe Schrader/Greg Foley

Facebook

CHATTANOOGA CRAPPIE CLUB

Mike Johnston/Jim Edmister

Facebook

CRAPPIE ANGLERS OF TEXAS

JAY Reve

Facebook

CRAPPIE MASTERS

Mike Valentine

Facebook

CRAPPIE USA

Darrell Van Vactor

Facebook

CRAPPIENUTZ MS

Robert Smith/Joe Faircloth

Facebook

EAST TENNESSEE CRAPPIE CLUB

Facebook

EAST TEXAS CRAPPIE SERIES

Creekside sports-903-849-2634

Facebook

EASTERN MISSOURI CRAPPIE CLUB

Steve Perotto

Facebook

FLORIDA CRAPPIE CLUB

Darrell Cole

Facebook

GRAND LAKE CRAPPIE SERIES OH

Jeff

Facebook

HOI CRAPPIE CLUB

Chad Anderson

Facebook

INDIANNA SLAB MASTERS

Joe Long/Damon Phillips

Facebook

KANSAS CITY CRAPPIE CLUB

Hoe Bragg/Frank Haidusek

Facebook

MAGNOLIA CRAPPIE CLUB

Michael Nowell/Roger Womack

Facebook

MIDDLE TENESSEE CRAPPIE CLUB

Toby Ivey

Email

NORTHEAST GEORGIA CRAPPIE

Kevin Strong

Facebook

NORTHEAST OHIO CRAPPIE CLUB

Dan Elko/Robert Elko

Website

OKLAHOMA CRAPPIE TRAIL

Darrell and Brian

Facebook

PEACH STATE CRAPPIE CLUB

Robert Smith

Facebook

RIPPN' LIPZ

Jimmy/Jessica Walters

Facebook

SHOALS AREA CRAPPIE ASSOCIATON

Keith Dodd

Facebook

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS CRAPPIE

Chad Hamson

Facebook

SLABMASTERS TOURNAMENT TRAIL

Jamie Moore/Dan Sidle

Facebook

SPRINGFIELD CRAPPIE CLUB IL

Jerry Jallas/Rick Montooth

Facebook

WAPPAPELLO CRAPPIE CLUB MO
WILLIAMS CREEK CRAPPIE CLUB

Facebook
Danny Kemp/Bob Parkinson
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Website

2017 Crappie USA Classic
Kentucky Barkley Lakes, Paris, TN
October 27 & 28, 2017
Hosted by Henry County Alliance
visit: www.RetireParisTN.com

Crappie USA
2 2 0 Mo h aw k Ave .
L o u i sv i l l e , KY 4 0 2 0 9
502-384-5924

www.crappieusa.com

Cool gear that’s
catching!
Kentucky
Lake . Paris .Tennessee
Mr. Crappie Premium Line
s Low memory; high abrasion resistance
s Special softeners for superb performance
s HiVis, Camo and Clear - 4, 6, 8 and 10 lb.
s Available in Mega Spool and Mega Bulk

Mr. Crappie Spinning Reels
s Strong graphite body and rotor
s Double anodized aluminum spool
s Zero Reverse one-way clutch

Mr. Crappie Slab Shaker Rods
s Premium graphite blanks s Lightweight EVA grips s Aluminum oxide guides

Mr. Crappie Slab Shaker Spinning Combo
s Smooth 2-ball bearing system
s Thin, compact gear box
s Pre-spooled with Mr. Crappie HiVis line
s Graphite composite rods with split grip handle
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www.mrcrappie.com
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